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free concerts every day. “We’re kind of Branson’s best-
kept secret,” says Jamie Sager, who manages Center 
Stage’s performance schedule.

Mike Walker is a 30-something singer with tight 
blue jeans, sideburns and swept-back brown hair. He has 
a show on The Strip, but on this day in the off-season, 
he’s performing a one-man acoustic set at Center Stage. 
He takes requests from the audience, which, with the 
exception of two girls, is made up of elderly tourists 
who ask for country music classics and Elvis songs. 
Down the hall, an Elvis impersonator leans up against 
a wall and takes sips from a miniature Diet Coke bottle. 
During a succession of Elvis hits, The King likes what he 
hears and takes a seat. “Heartbreak Hotel” plays, and we 
approach him for an interview. His response: “Can’t you 
see I’m trying to watch a man perform here?” 

The King is the only person in Branson who rejects 
an interview. But he isn’t representative of the people we 
meet who live and work in the city. When we ask them 
to name their favorite thing about Branson, they almost 
always give the same answer: They love the people. It’s 
hard to disagree. After three days in Branson, the people 
topped our list as well, especially the ones at the Hillbilly 
Bar’s karaoke night.

The bar is the epitome of a hole in the wall. It’s on 
The Strip but isn’t a tourist draw. There is no gimmick 
or celebrity performer. You don’t have to turn your head 
to read the entire sign outside, and when you walk in, 
nobody tries to sell you tickets. Inside, men wear cowboy 
hats, and smoke hangs in the air. A DJ in a booth sits 
behind a dance floor that takes up a quarter of the small 
bar, which has about 30 patrons and one open table.

The second karaoke performer we see is a short, 
60-something woman in a sweat suit who sings Loretta 
Lynn’s “You Ain’t Woman Enough (To Take My Man).” 

“Sing that s***, girl!” a woman in the back shouts.
Smiles, laughter and drinks abound. Many people 

seem to know one another. Brittany Leo, a Branson 
resident, says that the bar is full of regulars and locals. 
“Everyone’s cool here,” she says. “This is a home away 
from home.”

Most of the songs are country, and the slow songs in 
particular draw the largest crowd to the dance floor. As 
cheesy as karaoke can be, this is less cheesy than much of 
The Strip. Nothing about this place is pretentious. The 
people dance and sing by themselves — sometimes well, 
sometimes badly, but always without embarrassment.

The DJ puts on the “Cha-Cha Slide,” and the tiny 
dance floor is instantly packed. This has to be one of 
the worst performances in Branson, but also one of the 
most genuine. These people have no rhythm, but man, 
they’re fun to watch. Half the dancers are offbeat. Nearly 
everyone is moving in the wrong direction. An awkward 
guy in a neck brace and a bucket hat isn’t moving much 
at all, but no one cares.

So what if the cowboy on the dance floor has “Jack 
Daniel’s” splashed on his back like a name on a football 
jersey? So what if his belt buckle looks like a Frisbee, and 
he’s rocking a Yosemite Sam handlebar mustache? He’s 
drinking his whiskey Cokes, dancing with his wife, and 
like everyone else on the floor, he’s in the zone.

“If anyone were to ask me to suggest where to go,” 
Leo says, “I’d say here.

“It doesn’t get more real than this.” V

Josh Barone re-enacts a famous scene from Titanic with a wax statue of Leonardo DiCaprio’s character, Jack Dawson, at 
the Hollywood Entertainment Center’s Hollywood Wax Museum.


